CRG RACING TEAM

GREAT PERFORMANCES BY CRG DRIVERS
AT THE WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP IN ENGLAND
Callum Bradshaw has put in a great result in qualifying taking the pole position in OK.
Flavio Camponeschi very strong on the kart featuring a livery dedicated to Jules Bianchi in
the context of a new CRG project. Gabriel Bortoleto quickest of CRG drivers in OK Junior.

The OK and OK-Junior World Championship has kicked off as a great battle that will be
fought this weekend at the PF International circuit located near Brandon (UK). Qualifying
held on Friday afternoon have defined the first protagonists of this important event and
CRG drivers have come to the fore.
The pole position of OK has been set by Callum Bradshaw, on CRG-Parilla-LeCont. He
completed his best lap in 54.892s during the first heat, a result that was not matched by anyone
else. The young British driver of CRG won last year the CIK-FIA Academy Karting Trophy and has
been very strong again on a circuit that seems to suit him very well.
Among the quickest of OK, the other British driver Louie Westover who is at his debut with CRG
and claimed P5 in the first session in 55.139s, while CRG Keijzer Racing Team’s Glenn Van Berlo
was 11th in 55.226s. Flavio Camponeschi has also been very strong, posting the sixth time in
55.413s in session two. He will be racing here on a chassis featuring a livery dedicated to Jules
Bianchi ahead of a new sporting project that CRG will start in 2018. The Norwegian Dennis
Hauger is currently a bit behind in P13, as he completed his best loop in 55.609s.

The quickest of CRG drivers in the third group was the German Hannes Janker, who was sixth in
55.498s, while Michael Rosina was ninth in 55.549s.
The Brazilian Gabriel Bortoleto has put in a great performance in OK-Junior. He was in fact third
in group 3 in 56.989s. A good time was also posted by Donar Munding in the second session, as
he was sixth in 57.126s. The Spanish driver Ayrton Fontecha run a good third session posting the
15th time in 57.230s, while Mathias Torreggiani was 20th in 57.415s. The German of CRG TB
Racing Team Hugo Sasse was ninth in the first session in 57.402s, while the Finn Rasmus
Joutsimies was 17th in 57.725s and the Spanish Javier Sagrera 22nd in 57.888s.
THE PROGRAMME AT PFI
CIK-FIA OK OK-Junior World Championships
Saturday 23 September: Qualifying heats OK and OK-Junior from 9:50.
Sunday 24 September: Qualifying heats OK and OK-Junior from 10:30. Drivers
presentations at 12:45. Finals: OK-Junior at 14:15; OK at 15:00.
All results are available at www.cikfia.com and www.wskarting.it
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In the pictures: 1) Callum Bradshaw, OK; 2) Flavio Camponeschi, OK; 3) Gabriel Bortoleto, OKJunior
Ph. CRG Press.

